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The purpose of these Guidelines is to set up rules for the recruitment of researchers in$hhklqtitute of Animal
Physiology and Genetics CAS (hereinafter only "|APG") so that it fully complies with the Code of Ethics for

Recruitment of Researchers that must be adhered to in order to achieve the HR
principles stipulated in the European Charter for Researchers.

Award. lApG follows the

ln line with the above Charter, IAPG has committed itself to secure supporting working conditions for all its
researchers. The emphasis is placed on their career development and their engagement with the public and
popularisation of sciences. IAPG seeks to make work and life easier for foreign researchers, namely by
provision of welcome services and through a process of adaptation to the new workplace.

wherever this document refers to a 'lob seeker" or a "candidate" or an "employee,,, the masculine gender
is used for convenience only to make sure the text is easily readable; in no way is the text meant to
discriminate anyone on the grounds of gender.

Article 1
Basic principles

.

Openness ond tronsporency

All candidates will be informed on the number of job vacancies and on the details ofthe specificjobs
available
by means of job advertisements. The candidates will also be able to find the information on the recruitment

procedure in publicly available documents of IAPG (e.g. this document). Each candidate will
be informed of
the evaluation of their application in the recruitment without undue delay.
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Considerotion bosed on voluoble contribution

of the candidate
When selecting a suitable candidate for a certain job within IAPG, the entire working history
quantitatively
will be considered. The contribution of the candidate will be considered both qualitatively and
his entire potential
and the recruiters will take into account not only the candidate's past experience but also

in broader terms.

.

No discriminotion

and religion, soclal
Potential employees will not be discriminated on the grounds of their age, sex, beliefs
or economic
origin or nationality, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, political opinions or social
cond itions.

Article 2
Classification of profiles of researchers
researchers, which helps identify
The list of the.job vacancies we offer uses an established classification of
job
have worked ln'
they
or sector
their experienie profile in broader terms lrrespective of the
There are four stages:

.

.
.
.

(R1 or V1, V2, V3\ - a student of
Early-stoge Reseorcher ("Vddecki procovnik prvniho stupnd")
experience shorter
doctoral studies, an early-stage researcher without a PhD degree, with research
than four years
of PhD degree' not yet
Recognised Reseorcher ("videcki osistent") (R2 or V3, V4l - a holder
autonomous, with research experience longer than four years'
y5)- an experienced researcher with a high
Experienced Researcher ('lddecki procovnik") (R3 or v4,
years'
degree of autonomy, with research experience longer than four
who leads his own research
Leod Reseorcher (nedouci vddeck'i procovnik") (R4 orV6) -a researcher
a

rea.

Article 3
Notification of recruitment
to the HR Manager, and in case of his
Any recruitment for researchers of category R1-R4 must be reported
date of commencement of employment
absence, to his deputy, at least one ,onth p|.iol- to the anticlpated
ofthe selected candidate The notification must be sent by email'

Article 4
Advertisement of job vacancies
that will be adjusted for the
The HR Department of IAPG has prepared a template for.iob advertisements
laboratory and the principal researcher'
relevant job vacancy in cooperation with the head of the respective
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The job advertisement template includes:
Bosic informotlon - job title a nd description of the job, workplace, type of the job, type of employer-

c

employee relationship and its duration, full-time equivalent, gross salary, anticipated date of
commencement of the employment, deadline for applying for the job, etc.

.
'

Requirements

-

acquired education, language competences and others

Additionol informotion
notes

-

benefits (more on benefits HERE), link to the official IAPG website and other

Any job advertisements will be published on EURAXESS portal and on the IAPG'S website. lf agreed so, it will
be also published on any other free or paid web portals.

Article 5
Selection committee
The Director of IAPG will appoint a selection committee for each advertised job vacancy. The selection
committee has at least three members. lf possible, women and men will be equally represented in the
committees. There must always be an odd number of members of the selection committee. The committee
must include (L) a representative of the IAPG's management, (2), the direct supervisor of the potential future
employee filling the respective job vacancy and (3) an employee of the HR Department. Each of the above
enumerated persons may select their representative who will be assigned with the task to sit on and take
part in the decision-making of the selection committee.

Article 6
Shortlisting
Once the deadline for applying for the job passes, the respective future direct supervisor and an H R employee
will jointly go through all the received application documents, such as curricula vitae and cover letters.

They will agree on three selected candidates who will be shortlisted for another round of the recruitment
procedure. However, where the basic requirements are not met by a minimum of three
candidates, only
those who have met them can be shortlisted, regardless of the number of such compliant candidates.
Unsuccessful candidates are immediately informed of the fact by email.

Article 7
Job interview
lf possible, the job interview will be held in person. Given the fact that the candidates cannot often appear
in person, an online job interview will be of equal value.
At the beginning of the job interview, the members of the selection committee will introduce themselves
to
the candidate. After that, they will describe the relevant job vacancy and working conditions in detail. Later
on, the candidate will be asked to introduce himself and to describe his working experience. The number
and
type of the questions asked will depend on how the interview has been unfolding so far. At the end
of the
interview, the candidate will be informed of the time and method of notice of the results of the interview.
once the job interviews with all candidates who have been shortlisted to another round of the recruitment
and wanted to appear are over, the selection committee completes the evaluation forms of
the recruitment.
Each candidate will be considered in a discussion of the members of the selection committee
that will then
result into a joint decision on the best candidate.
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Article 8
Filling the job vacancY
of the fact by
The candidate who has been selected for the job by the selection committee will be informed
meets the
lf
no
candidate
email and wlll be offered an employment relationship under specific conditions.
procedure.
selecfion criteria, the Director of IAPG may cancel the entire recruitment
The draft employment contract includes:
. lnformation on the full-time equivalent;

. Date of commencement of the employmenu
. Gross salary or amount of remuneration;
. Working hours;
. Term of the emPloYment.
communicate his decision
The candidate will be allowed an adequate time to consider the offer and he will
agreement with the successful candidate is reached, the shortlisted unsuccessful

by email. Once an

procedure by email'
candidates will be informed of the results of their participation in the recruitment

Article 9
Objections and comPlaints

Anyobjectionstoorcomplaintsabouttherecruitmentproceduremaybeaddressedto

p"isonalni@iapg..as..r. The unsuccessful candidates may appeal against the result of the recruitment
The response to the
ilo."a*-"uritmn . *eek. This information is included already in the iob advertisement'
appeal is communicated bY email.

Article 10
Mechanisms of quality checks of recruitment
its members with an inspection
once a year, always in the first quarter, the IAPG Council shall assign one of
preceding year and such member
of 200/o of allthe evaluation forms of the recruitments carried out in the
for Recruitment of Researchers and
shall check whether they have been held in line with the code of Ethics
in line with these Guidelines.
and become effective on 1st May 2021'
These guidelines were approved by the IAPG Council on 15. 3. 2021

ln LibEchov on 15.3.2021

lng. Michal Kubelka, CSc. , Director of IAPG
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